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Project: Copyright and Individual Creators

• What is the role of copyright in the day to day practice of 

creative practitioners, and how is it changing, if at all? 

• What is the actual and perceived value of copyright in 

creative practices from the creators’ point of view? 

• How does copyright compare to non-copyright income 

streams and other intellectual assets in their practice? 

• What social norms are at play and why? How are 

meanings and beliefs regarding copyright being shaped? 

How do such meanings, beliefs, and experiences 

regarding copyright ultimately shape the contours of 

creators’ practice?



Research – so far
• Over 110 semi-structured interviews with writers, 

illustrators, visual artists & performers, and musicians

• Observations at several festivals and events

• Informal conversations with agents, arts 

organisations, gallery owners and curators

• Observations of discussions in relation to copyright 

on social media (facebook and twitter) amongst 

artists

• Conversations with artist associations and unions 

who have offered suggestions and help in accessing 

creators (SoAiS, SAU, AOI, MU)



Emerging themes
For love or money? 

“Compulsion gets taken to mean you are enjoying it so 

you should do it for free or that you should not have 

any rights – this is really problematic and not how my 

practice can work.”

“Cultural capital, while important, only works in 

hindsight BUT artists have to cover their day to day 

costs which are very important at the same time – as 

such artists getting paid for their work and having 

rights is very important.”



Emerging themes
Copyright: actual and perceived value

Sources of revenue

Attribution

Reasons for preventing copying

Appropriation

Experiences with experiments:

Online sales, Gigs, Objects, Online vault

Precariousness

Disempowerment 



Research – next few months
• 30- 40 interviews

• Some further content analysis: discussions amongst 

artists on twitter and facebook

Dissemination

• Share excerpts from data in an open and accessible 

manner

• Take the findings back to the events and locations 

used for the study


